StaffAlerter™ from PM Power Products provides users with a powerful, flexible, completely programmable Mass Alerting application to process action inputs and notify selected personnel during an emergency or time of crisis.

StaffAlerter™ is a custom solution for command and communication during emergency events to notify key personnel anywhere on any device allowing them to take appropriate action. In addition, the system can command outputs to initiate additional actions or control other equipment as required.

Multiple events can be configured with activation through a phone system, contact switches, manually activated switches and with wireless panic buttons. Upon activation StaffAlerter™ follows a predetermined program written for specific inputs.

The StaffAlerter™ notifications can consist of a text message, an email, an automated voice call with text to speech, social media, application alert or a combination of any or all notifications. Additionally, any of the system outputs can be programmed to follow an input option or via a direct user input.

StaffAlerter™ is equipped with built in battery backup and is designed to operate over your Wi-Fi network as its primary communication path. Cellular backup is available as an option to provide operation regardless of network or power availability.

Due to the unique capabilities of StaffAlerter™, each installation will be custom tailored to ensure end user requirements are met. StaffAlerter™ is a managed solution ensuring all customer changes are supported on a 24/7 basis. In addition, all critical operational functions, power state, on line status, Wi-Fi activity and signal levels, and command confirmations are supported and reported to you and monitored by our support center.

StaffAlerter™ can work with any PBX system and can be fully integrated into the Ericsson-LG iPECS IP telephony product line.

StaffAlerter™ can be combined with the PM Power Products Opti-Switch™, Vis-A-Ring™ and Tel-A-Control to extend signaling and telephone system integration.
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**Examples of Events Which Can Be Supported with StaffAlerter**

- Suspicious persons alert
- Bomb threat
- Active shooter
- School bus route delay notification
- Severe weather warning
- Industrial accident
- Hazardous materials event
- Critical function alert for industrial monitoring
- Any activity or event that requires immediate reporting

Optional Single and Multi-Channel Key Fobs Avaialble at Additional Cost
Logical Layout of StaffAlerter Functions and Application Support

NEW!! StaffAlerter announces support for a new Wi-Fi based Personal Alerting Device which leverages the buildings wireless network to offer extended range.
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